
Teaching staff of the Chair of "Finance" 
 

 

Talimova L.А. 

A. Doctor of Economics, Professor, Head 

of the Department 

Total experience - 32 years 

He teaches the following disciplines: "Finance", 

"Taxes 

and Taxation", 

"Taxes of foreign countries", "Finance of foreign 

countries", "Financial Markets and Intermediaries", 

"Strategic Banking Management". 

There are scientific publications in foreign 

publications of China, 

the Czech Republic, the USA, Italy, Canada, Russia, 

Lithuania, 

Belarus, Samarkand, etc. In total-more than 150 

titles of scientific 

publications and educational and methodological 

literature, 

including in publications in Kazakhstan journals 

approved by the 

Higher Attestation Commission, recommended by 

the authorized 

body-25, in scientific journals with a non-zero 

impact factor in the 

Scopus database-7, as well as 3 individually prepared 

monographs 

and 15 co-authored, 5 collective textbooks (MES 

classification), 10 

textbooks. 

Е-mail:laztal@mail.ru 

 

Sembekov Amir Kateevich 

Doctor of Economics, Professor 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 24 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree: 

"Insurance"; " Insurance in the EAEU 

countries"; “Evaluation of investment projects”. 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 30 p.p., the author of 

textbooks and tutorials - 97 p.p., the author of 

collective monographs - 15 p.p., 5 articles in the 

Scopus database, more than 15 articles in 

journals recommended by the Ministry of 

Education 

amir_sembekov@mail.ru 



 

Serikova Gulzira Salmagambetovna 

Ph.D., professor 

Dean of the Faculty of Finance, Logistics and 

Digital Technologies 

General experience of scientific and pedagogical 

activity: 26 years. 

Leads disciplines in the undergraduate: 

"Finance", "Insurance", in the magistracy: 

"Financial management in insurance 

companies." 

There are scientific publications in various 

publications - more than 50 pp., The author of 3 

textbooks under the stamp of the Ministry of 

Education and Science of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan - 60 pp., The author of 4 

monographs (2 co-authors), 6 articles in 

journals included in the Scopus database, has 

more than 20 articles in journals recommended 

by the Ministry of Education. 

serikovagul@mail.ru 

 

Ulakov Nazar Sayranovich 

Ph.D., Associate Professor 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 17 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree on 

Russian and English languages: 

"Introduction to Finance"; “Taxes and 

taxation”, in master degree “Theory of 

Finance”, “Tax systems of the EAEU 

countries”, “Financial risk management”. 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 30 p.p., the author of 

textbooks - 30 p.p., the author of collective 

monographs - 20 p.p., 4 articles in 

the Scopus database, more than 10 articles in 

journals recommended by the Ministry of 

Education 

nazarulakov@gmail.com 



 

Aubakirova Altynai Tleshovna 

Ph.D., Associate Professor 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 22 years. 

Teaches disciplines in master degree: 

“Financial management (advanced course)”, 

“Financing of investment projects”, in bachelor 

degree “Corporate finance”, “Financial 

management”, “Financial control”, “Financial 

monitoring”, “Finance of transnational 

companies”, “Budgeting”. 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 5,7 p.p., the author of 

textbooks – 38,5 p.p. 

Aubakirova-altynai@mail.ru 

 

Borisova Elena Ivanovna 

Candidate of Economics , Associate Professor 

Total experience - 21 years. 

Teaches courses: "Securities Portfolio 

Management", 

"Investment Finance and Lending", " World Stock 

Exchanges” 

He has more than 50 scientific articles, 

methodological 

developments and manuals. including in journals 

with a 

non-zero impact factor in the Scopus database -1, in 

Kazakh journals approved by the HAC-7 

Textbooks – 6, individual monographs – 2, co-

authored-4 

E-mail: lenborisova@mail.ru 

  

 

Gusmanova Zhanar Akhmetzharovna 

Candidate of Economics ,Associate Professor 

Total experience – 20 years. 

Conducts the following disciplines: "Banking", 

"Financial analysis of commercial banks", "Bank 

Risk 

Management", " Accounting and reporting in 

commercial 

banks” 

He has more than 50 scientific articles. including in 

journals with a 

non-zero impact factor in the Scopus database -2, in 

Kazakh journals 

approved by the Higher Attestation Commission-8, 

textbooks-6 

 E-mail: Gusmanova78@mail.ru   



 

 

Ermekova Kulmaria Abdualievna 

senior lecturer Total experience-36 years. 

Leads the disciplines: "Credit business"; "Financial 

markets and 

intermediaries; "Securities market". 

He has more than 30 scientific articles and more 

than 10 textbooks 

E-mail: Ermekova@mail.ru 

 

Tatieva Galiya Amandykovna 

Ph.D., Associate Professor 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 40 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree 

"Finance"; "State budget". 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 45 p.p., the author of 

textbooks - 10 p.p. 

amandyk.galiya@mail.ru 

 

Sayfullina Yulia Magdatovna 

Candidate of Economics, Associate 

Professor of the Department 

Total experience - 20 years. 

Conducts disciplines: interdisciplinary course 

Interdisciplinary course "Digital settlement 

technologies 

and 

interbank clearing", "Banking management and 

marketing". 

He has more than 25 scientific articles (35.5 

p. l.). 

E-mail:ulia_alex @mail.ru 



 

Isanov Arman Serikgalievich 

master's degree, senior lecturer 

Total experience - 12 years. 

Conducts disciplines: in the state language " Money. 

Credit. Banks", 

"International monetary and financial relations", " 

Monetary and credit 

regulation” 

He has more than 15 scientific articles, 3 textbooks 

E-mail: armanissanov@mail.ru 

 

Idirisova Ainaziya Tulegenovna 

Master, senior lecturer 

Total experience - 10 years. 

Leads the disciplines: "Money, credit, banks" 

Has more than 15 scientific articles. 

Е-mail: idirissova_a@mail.ru 

  

 

Ibraeva Asem Dzhumaganseevna 

Master of Economic Sciences, Lecturer 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 11 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree: 

“Introduction to Finance”, “Corporate finance”, 

“Financial management”, “Insurance”, “State 

budget” 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - the author of textbook and electronic 

textbook. 

simok79@mail.ru 



 

Maykenova Aliya Eginbaevna 

Master of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 17 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree: "Project 

financing "; " Budget accounting and reporting 

in the treasury"; “Budgeting”; “Insurance”; 

"Financial control"; " Budget Accounting and 

Reporting"; “Finance”; "State budget". 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 25 p.p., the author of 

textbooks - 30 p.p. 

Aliya_maikenova@mail.ru 

 

Ansabaeva Rymgul Smagulovna 

Master of Economic Sciences, Senior 

Lecturer 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 27 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree on 

Kazakh language: "Finance"; "Insurance"; 

“Finance of foreign countries”; "Finance of 

transnational companies"; “Evaluation of 

investment projects”; "Financial control". 

There are scientific publications in various 

forms - more than 7,5 p.p., the author of 

textbooks - 15 p.p., the author of textbook – 7,5 

p.p. 

ansabaeva68@mail.ru 

 

Tyngisheva Ainur Mukhamedkalievna 

PhD, Lecturer 

The general experience of scientific and 

pedagogical activity: 7 years. 

Teaches disciplines in bachelor degree: "Tax 

planning and tax control", "Taxes and taxation", 

"Insurance", "Finance". 

There are scientific publications in various 

editions - 2 articles in journals included in the 

Web of Science base, 5 articles in journals 

recommended by the Ministry of Education 

ajnur-88@mail.ru 

 

 


